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Reads & Actions
Ballscreen Offense
Reads & Actions

Turn Corner
Gibson Pyper

Early Split
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

Reads & Actions

Split Screen
Gibson Pyper

Emphasis: Throws it long through when splitting.

Pocket J
Gibson Pyper

Hop down hill behind screener.
Ballscreen Offense
Reads & Actions

Inside Out
Gibson Pyper

Stay Behind
Gibson Pyper

drive hard behind x5 using him as a screener again.
Ballscreen Offense

Reads & Actions

Stop Behind
Gibson Pyper

Quick Evade
Gibson Pyper

Pound at defender x5, one uphill lunge protecting the ball, and then get downhill. vs Hedge and Recover.
Ballscreen Offense

Reads & Actions

Refuse/Reject
Gibson Pyper

In Jail
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense
Reads & Actions

Drag/1 - Reads Wrap 1
Gibson Pyper

Read 1:
What kind of hedge?
What do you hear (coverage call)?
Can I Turn Corner?

Read 2:
Is there strongside help?

Read 3:
What are the I defenders doing?
Are they cheating off or staying tight?
Do they tag the roll man or stay?
Is nail holding or tagging?
Ballscreen Offense
Reads & Actions

Drag/1 - Reads Wrap 2
Gibson Pyper

Read 1:
What kind of hedge?
What do you hear (coverage call)?
Can I Turn Corner?

Read 2:
Is there strongside help?
From Top (4) or Bottom (2) - Kick.

Read 3:
What is 3’s defender doing?
Is he cheating off or staying tight?
Do they tag the roll man or stay?
Read 1:
What kind of hedge?
What do you hear (coverage call)?
Can I Turn Corner?

Read 2:
Is x3 looking for tag or pop?
Is 3 spaced enough in the corner?
Ballscreen Offense

Reads & Actions

Drag/1 Pop - Reads Wrap 2
Gibson Pyper

Read 1:
What kind of hedge?
What do you hear (coverage call)?
Can I Turn Corner?

Read 2:
Is x3 looking for tag or pop?
Is 3 spaced enough in the corner?

Gap Slide (vs ICE)
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

Reads & Actions

Glue Defender
Gibson Pyper

Hit Lifted Big - Automatics
Gibson Pyper

Lifted big looks for shot, then extra pass or dribble hand off.
After pass 1 and 5 clear out, 5 fill top and into Fist.
Ballscreen Offense
Reads & Actions

Hollow Area
Gibson Pyper

Nail Defender
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense
Reads & Actions

Roll & Crash
Gibson Pyper

1 pulls up for jump shot, 4 crashes the offensive boards.

Slip Dive
Gibson Pyper

If x4/5 is above the screener, screener slip dives to the free throw line.
Ballscreen Offense

Reads & Actions

Step Up - Flip Angle
Gibson Pyper

Step Up - Pop
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense
Reads & Actions

Step Up - Pop Spacing
Gibson Pyper

Step Up - Roll
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

Reads & Actions

Switch, Seal & Finish
Gibson Pyper

Tight Curl
Gibson Pyper
Drills
Ballscreen Offense

Drills

2 on 0 - Drag
Gibson Pyper

1 - Turn Corner
2 - Pocket J
3 - Stop Behind
4 - Pick & Pop Reverse Pivot Pass
Ballscreen Offense
Drills

3 on 0 - Drag
Gibson Pyper

1 - Roll Man (Pocket Pass)
2 - Roll Man (Lob)
3 - Lift Man (Hook Pass)
4 - Lift Man (Jump Pass)
Ballscreen Offense
Drills

5 on 0 - Drag (Wrap Both Sides)
Gibson Pyper

1 - Roll Man
2 - Lift Man
3 - Strong Corner
4 - Strong Lift

Drag
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

Drills

Drag - Fist
Gibson Pyper

Drag - Fist Step Up
Gibson Pyper

Drag - Fist Step Up
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

Drills

Drag - Kick
Gibson Pyper

Drag - Kick Ahead 3
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

Drills

Drag - Kick Ahead Baseline Drift
Gibson Pyper

Drag - Kick Ahead Baseline Drift Extra
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

Drills

Drag - Kick Ahead Kick Back
Gibson Pyper

Drag - Kick Ahead Kick Back
Gibson Pyper

Drag - Kick Ahead Kick Back
Gibson Pyper

Drag - Kick Ahead Kick Back
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

Drills

Drag - Kick Ahead Kick Back Auto
Gibson Pyper

Drag - Kick Ahead Kick Back Auto
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense
Drills

Drag - Kick Ahead Kick Back Double
Gibson Pyper

Drag - Kick Ahead Kick Back Double
Gibson Pyper

Drag - Kick Ahead Kick Back Double
Gibson Pyper

Drag - Kick Ahead Kick Back Double
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

Drills

Drag - Kick Extra
Gibson Pyper

Drag - Pop
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

Drills

Drag - Pop Fist
Gibson Pyper

Drag - Rescreen
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

Drills

Fist - Backdoor
Gibson Pyper

Follow your pass

Fist - Ball Movement
Gibson Pyper

Players call "One More"

Fist - Ball Movement
Gibson Pyper

Players call "One More"
Ballscreen Offense
Drills

Fist - High Low Shooting
Gibson Pyper

Fist - Lift DHO Shooting
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

Drills

Fist - Lift Shooting
Gibson Pyper

Fist - Pop Shooting
Gibson Pyper

Hook Pass & Stride Step Pop Pass
Fist - Reject
Gibson Pyper

Fist - Reject Baseline Drift
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

Drills

Fist - Reject Baseline Drift Extra
Gibson Pyper

Fist - Reject Fill Behind
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense
Drills

Fist - Turn Corner
Gibson Pyper

Fist - Turn Corner Baseline Drift
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

Drills

Fist - Turn Corner Baseline Drift Extra
Gibson Pyper

Fist - Turn Corner Kick Extra
Gibson Pyper
Fist - Turn Corner Sweet Spot
Gibson Pyper

Ballscreen Jab Shooting
Cary Academy

Ballscreen Jab Shooting
Cary Academy
Ballscreen Jab Shooting
Cary Academy

Ballscreen Shooting
Cary Academy

Ballscreen Shooting
Cary Academy
3 Out 2 In (Gonzaga)
Ballscreen Offense
3 Out 2 In (Gonzaga)
Ballscreen Offense
3 Out 2 In (Gonzaga)
Ballscreen Offense

3 Out 2 In (Gonzaga)
4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)
Ballscreen Offense

4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

4 Game - Basic
Kansas Jayhawks

4 Game - Spacing
Kansas Jayhawks
Ballscreen Offense
4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

4 Game - Gaps & Lanes
Kansas Jayhawks

4 Game - Gaps & Lanes
Kansas Jayhawks
Ballscreen Offense

4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

4 Game - Dribble
Kansas Jayhawks

4 Game - Dribble
Kansas Jayhawks

4 Game - Dribble
Kansas Jayhawks

4 Game - Dribble
Kansas Jayhawks
Ballscreen Offense

4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

4 Game Spread Pick & Roll
Kansas Jayhawks

4 Game Gap Drive
Kansas Jayhawks

4 Game Gap Drive
Kansas Jayhawks
Ballscreen Offense
4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

Ballscreen Motion
Kansas Jayhawks

Ballscreen Motion
Kansas Jayhawks

Ballscreen Motion
Kansas Jayhawks
Ballscreen Offense

4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

Boom - P&R
Kansas Jayhawks

Flip - Empty - Chase
Kansas Jayhawks

Flip - Empty - Chase
Kansas Jayhawks

Flip - Empty - Chase
Kansas Jayhawks
Ballscreen Offense
4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

Flip - Empty - Chase
Kansas Jayhawks

Gap
Kansas Jayhawks
Ballscreen Offense
4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)
Ballscreen Offense
4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

Miami - 13 Pop
Kansas Jayhawks

Miami - 13 Pop
Kansas Jayhawks
Ballscreen Offense
4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

Post Up
Villanova

If a post can score, they post him on the first hash.

Post Up
Villanova

If a post cannot score, they put him in the Dunkers Spot.

Slots
Villanova

Wing Wing

Slot Slot

3 feet of lane line
Ballscreen Offense
4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

Villanova
Big Opp
Villanova

Slot Ballscreen
Villanova

Slot Ballscreen
Villanova
Ballscreen Offense
4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

Slot Slip
Villanova

Flat
Villanova
Ballscreen Offense

4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

Ace
Villanova

Ace
Villanova

Ace
Villanova

Ace
Villanova
Ballscreen Offense
4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)
Ballscreen Offense
4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

Roll & Replace
Villanova

Slot Drive
Villanova

Second Cut
Ballscreen Offense
4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

Baseline Drive
Villanova

Fill Opposite, Point & Behind.

Baseline Drive Reads
Villanova

Look Middle, Opposite, Point & then Behind.
Ballscreen Offense
4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

Drive, Jump Stop, Second Cut.
Villanova

After all reads are covered and the pivot is done, players second cut.

Players second cut, not determined how. If you are near a player, space away.

Wing Entry
Villanova

Wing entry basket cut, leave a spot fill a spot.
Ballscreen Offense
4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

Wing Entry
Villanova
Ballscreen Offense

4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)

Flat Pick & Roll
Villanova
Ballscreen Offense
4 Out 1 In (Kansas/Villanova)
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)
Ballscreen Offense

5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

21 (Basic)
Houston Rockets

2 sets ballscreen for 1 who looks to attack.
4 sets flare screen for 2.

21 Chase
Minnesota Timberwolves

1 passes to 2.
2 flips/hand offs back to 1.
1 attacks the rim.

4 continues and sets a wing ballscreen for 1.
4 sets flare screen for 2 then follows with a ballscreen for 1.
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D’Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

21 (Double)
Michigan State

1 passes to 2 and cuts to the corner.
4 & 5 follow into double ballscreen.

Can also run as a late game quick hitter with small at 4 spot.

21 (Double/Flare)
Michigan State

4 cuts off flare screen from 5.
2 passes to 4.
In early offense, 2 sets a ballscreen for 1, looking for a switch.

If Westbrook at 1 has the advantage, he looks to ISO against him.

1 passes to 2 and cuts to the corner. 5 follows into ballscreen for 2.
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

21 - Back
Boston Celtics

21 - Back
Portland Trailblazers
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

21 - Euro
San Antonio Spurs

21 - Euro
San Antonio Spurs
Ballscreen Offense

5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

21 - Keep - Flare
Houston Rockets

21 - Nash
Houston Rockets
Ballscreen Offense

5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

21 - Nash - Hammer
Houston Rockets

21 - Rip
Seattle Storm

21 - Rip
Seattle Storm
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

21 - Rip
Seattle Storm

21 - Speed Roll
New Orleans Pelicans

21 - Speed Roll
New Orleans Pelicans
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

21 - Strong - Slip
Golden State Warriors

21 Dribble Drag
Phoenix Suns

21 Dribble Drag
Phoenix Suns
1 passes to 2 and cuts off him. 2 fakes a dribble hand off to 1.
5 sets drag screen for 2.
As 2 attacks off ballscreen, 4 ducks his man in looking for a seal.

21 Lift Get
Argentina
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

2 1 Seal
Phoenix Suns

2 sets ballscreen for 1 and dives toward the rim.

On a switch or if 2 has advantage he seals his man in the post.

2 1 Wiper
Atlanta Hawks

2 sets a ballscreen for 1 then receives a flare screen from 5.

1 drives his man down then throws it back to 2 who is coming off a throwback screen from 5.
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

1 hand offs to 2 on the wing.

5 steps up for ballscreen on 2. Players can attack at any time, first look being to attack off the first ballscreen.

If nothing is open off ballscreen, 2 reverses to 4 who hands off to 3.

5 follows into ballscreens, continuity continues if nothing open.
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

Pistol - Back
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Back
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Chicago
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Chicago
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

Pistol - Twist
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Twist Rip
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

Pistol
Gibson Pyper

Pistol
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

Pistol - Chase
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Clear
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Chase
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Clear
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D’Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

Pistol - Clear (vs Zone)
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Clear (vs Zone)
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Clear (vs Zone)
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

Pistol - Clear Backdoor (Short)
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Clear Backdoor (Short)
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Down
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Down
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

Pistol - Dribble
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Dribble
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Keep
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Keep
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

Pistol - Keep Backdoor
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Keep Backdoor
Gibson Pyper

Pistol - Up (Keep Hand Off)
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

2 on 0 - Dribble
Gibson Pyper

2 on 0 - Dribble
Gibson Pyper

2 on 0 - Chase
Gibson Pyper

2 on 0 - Chase
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

3 on 0 - Chase
Gibson Pyper

3 on 0 - Down
Gibson Pyper

3 on 0 - Chase
Gibson Pyper

3 on 0 - Down
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense

5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

3 on 0 - Dribble
Gibson Pyper

3 on 0 - Dribble
Gibson Pyper

3 on 0 - Keep
Gibson Pyper

3 on 0 - Keep
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

5 on 0 - Chase
Gibson Pyper

5 on 0 - Down
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)
Ballscreen Offense

5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

5 on 0 - Pindown Denied (2-Man Game)
Gibson Pyper

5 on 0 - Pindown Denied (2-Man Game)
Gibson Pyper

5 on 0 - Pindown Denied (2-Man Game)
Gibson Pyper
Ballscreen Offense
5 Out (D'Antoni/Gibson Pyper)

5 on 0 - vs Sag
Gibson Pyper

5 on 0 - vs Sag
Gibson Pyper
Half Court Sets
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Twist - 13 Pop
Kansas Jayhawks

Miami - 13 Pop
Kansas Jayhawks
1 passes to 5 who reverses to 2.
4 sets cross screen for 3.
1 sets down screen for 4, 5 dives through to short corner.

2 passes to 4 who reverses to 1.
4 follows into a ballscreen for 1.
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

21 - Nash
Houston Rockets

41 - Chase
Atlanta Hawks

21 - Nash
Houston Rockets

41 - Chase
Atlanta Hawks
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

45 - Pick & Roll
Oklahoma City Thunder

Double high ballscreen from 4 & 5 flat for 1 to attack.

45 - Twist
Oklahoma City Thunder

45 - Twist
Oklahoma City Thunder
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

45 - Twist
Houston Rockets

45 - Twist
Houston Rockets

Al - Angle Fill
Saint Mary's

Al - Angle Fill
Saint Mary's
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

AI - Angle Fill
Saint Mary's

AI - Chase
Oklahoma City Thunder

AI - Chase
Oklahoma City Thunder
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

AI - Knicks
Denver Nuggets

AI - Step
Denver Nuggets

AI - Knicks
Denver Nuggets

AI - Step
Denver Nuggets
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Angle
Oklahoma City Thunder

Angle - Short
Oklahoma City Thunder
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Ballscreen Motion
Kansas Jayhawks

Ballscreen Motion
Kansas Jayhawks

Ballscreen Motion
Kansas Jayhawks
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Ballscreen Motion - Lob
Kansas Jayhawks

C - Knicks
New Orleans Pelicans
1 Dribble Handoffs to 2, simultaneously 4 screend down for 3. 2 Passes to 3.

5 sets a Backscreen for 2 and then follows directly with a Ballscreen for 3.
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Chin - Shake
Saint Mary's

Chin - Shake
Saint Mary's
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Delay - Weave
Houston Rockets

Delay - Weave
Houston Rockets

Delay - Weave
Houston Rockets
1 dribble hand off to 2. 2 dribbles up and reverses to 3. 1 cuts off cross screen from 4. 3 passes to 1.

3 dives, 5 sets ballscreen out of the post for 1.
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Pindown Logo PNR
Denver Nuggets

Elbow - Angle
Philadelphia 76ers
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Horns Elbow Get
Minnesota Timberwolves

Euro
Spain

Horns Elbow Get
Minnesota Timberwolves

Euro
Spain
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Euro Spain

Euro Spain

Euro Spain

Euro Spain
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Euro - Continuity
Australia

1 2 3 4 5

Euro - Continuity
Australia

1 2 3 4 5

Euro - Continuity
Australia
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Euro - Continuity w/ Guard Screening
Australia

Euro - Continuity w/ Guard Screening
Australia

Euro - Continuity w/ Guard Screening
Australia
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Euro - Backdoor Option
Australia

Exchange
Gonzaga

Exchange
Gonzaga
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Floppy - Shake
Charlotte Hornets

Fist - 52
Toronto Raptors

Floppy - Shake
Charlotte Hornets

Fist - 52
Toronto Raptors
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Fist - Down
Portland Trailblazers

Fist - Indiana
Real Madrid
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Fist - Miami
Portland Trailblazers

Flip - Empty - Chase
Kansas Jayhawks

Flip - Empty - Chase
Kansas Jayhawks
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Flip - Empty - Chase
Kansas Jayhawks

Floppy - Knicks
Real Madrid

Floppy - Knicks
Real Madrid
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Floppy - Knicks
Real Madrid

Knicks
Kansas Jayhawks

Knicks
Kansas Jayhawks
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Knicks
Kansas Jayhawks

Horns - 15 - Twist
Real Madrid

Horns - 15 - Twist
Real Madrid
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Horns - Twist
Real Madrid

35 - Ballscreen
Utah Jazz
Pick & Pop set for Ibaka in the middle of the floor.

Pick & Pop decoy set, when defenders fall asleep on Roberson.
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Horns - Exchange
Real Madrid

Horns - Exchange - Spain
Real Madrid

Horns - Exchange - Spain
Real Madrid
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Horns - Flip - Slip
Saint Mary's

Horns - Flip - Slip
Saint Mary's

Horns - Flip - Slip
Saint Mary's

Horns - Flip - Slip
Saint Mary's
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Horns - Out - Miami
Utah Jazz

Horns - Out - Nash
Philadelphia 76ers

Horns - Out - Miami
Utah Jazz

Horns - Out - Nash
Philadelphia 76ers
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Horns - Pop
Saint Mary's

Horns - Quick - Reject
Saint Mary's

Horns - Quick - Reject
Saint Mary's
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Horns - Quick - Reject
Saint Mary's

Gut - Spain
Utah Jazz

Gut - Spain
Utah Jazz
Ballscreen Offense

Half Court Sets

Gut - Spain
Utah Jazz

Gut - Spain
Utah Jazz

Miami
New Orleans Pelicans
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

One - Miami
Atlanta Hawks

1 passes to 5 who reverses to 2.
4 sets cross screen for 3 who cuts to opposite corner.

Phoenix Suns

5 sets down screen for one who pops to top of the key. 2 passes to 1.
4/3/2 space the floor.
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

One Pop
Phoenix Suns

5 turns and sets ballscreen for 1 and rolls to the rim.

One Pop - Spain
Houston Rockets

1 passes to 5 who reverses to 2.
4 sets cross screen for 3 who cuts to opposite corner.

One Pop - Spain
Houston Rockets

5 sets down screen for one who pops to top of the key. 2 passes to 1.
4/3/2 space the floor.
Ballscreen Offense

Half Court Sets

One Pop - Spain
Houston Rockets

5 turns and sets ballscreen for 1 and rolls to the rim.

Pitch - Knicks
Boston Celtics

1 pitches to 4 who dribbles and hands off to 2 on the wing.
2 catches and quickly reverses to 3.
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Point - Hook - Spain
Houston Rockets

Point 2 - Spain
Houston Rockets

Point - Hook - Spain
Houston Rockets

Point 2 - Spain
Houston Rockets
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Push P&R
Atlanta Hawks

Guard dribbles at trailing big, the big dives towards the basket, opposite big comes up and sets a H1 Ballscreen for 1.

Ram Pick & Roll
Oklahoma City Thunder

Ram Pick & Roll
Oklahoma City Thunder
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Ram - Slide
Oklahoma City Thunder

Ram - Stagger Chase
Oklahoma City Thunder

Ram - Stagger Chase
Oklahoma City Thunder
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Roll & Replace
Villanova

Rub - Knicks
Saint Mary's

Rub - Knicks
Saint Mary's
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Rub - Knicks - Slash
Saint Mary's

Rub - Knicks - Slash
Saint Mary's

Rub - Knicks - Slash
Saint Mary's
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Shake Set
Saint Mary's

Shake Set
Saint Mary's

Shake Set
Saint Mary's
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Slot Ballscreen
Villanova

Spain Pick & Roll
Cleveland Cavaliers
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Stack
Oklahoma City Thunder

5 sets ballscreen for 1 and rolls to the rim, 4 pops.

Stack Spain
Oklahoma City Thunder

Stack ballscreen with 3 setting backscreen for 5.
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Thru - Weave
Saint Mary's

1 3 4 5

Thru - Weave
Saint Mary's

3 4

Thru - Weave
Saint Mary's

1 5

2

1
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Golden State Warriors

Weave

5 screens down for 4, 1 passes to 4 and clears to opposite corner.

4 dribbles at 3 and executes DHO with 3, 3 dribbles at 2 and executes DHO with 2, 5 steps up.

on DHO to 2, 5 steps up and sets a ballscreen for 2 and rolls to the rim. 4/3/1 space the floor. This set is run with Speights at the 5 (shooting big) that makes this even more effective.
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Weave - Spain
Golden State Warriors

5 screens down for 4, 1 passes to 4 and clears to opposite corner.

Weave - Spain
Golden State Warriors

4 dribbles at 3 and executes DHO with 3, 3 dribbles at 2 and executes DHO with 2, 5 steps up.

Weave - Spain
Golden State Warriors

on DHO to 2, 5 steps up and sets a ballscreen for 2 and rolls to the rim. 4/3/1 space the floor. This set is run with Speights at the 5 (shooting big) that makes this even more effective.
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Weave
Cleveland Cavaliers

Weave
Cleveland Cavaliers

Weave
Cleveland Cavaliers
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Weave Gonzaga

Gonzaga Weave

Wedge Roll Atlanta Hawks

Atlanta Hawks Wedge Roll

2 screens for 4 who sets ballscreen for 1.

2 continues into flare screen to the opposite corner from 5.
1 attacks off ballscreen from 4.
Ballscreen Offense
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Chase
San Antonio Spurs

Zipper - Chase
San Antonio Spurs

Breaker
Villanova
Spain Pick & Roll
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

1 - 4 UCLA STS Spain
Lithuania

1 - 4 UCLA STS Spain
Lithuania

1 - 4 UCLA STS Spain
Lithuania
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

23 High - Spain
Poland

23 High - Spain
Poland

23 High - Spain - Side
Czech Republic

23 High - Spain - Side
Czech Republic
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

3 Down - Spain
Houston Rockets

50 Spain
WCBA

3 Down - Spain
Houston Rockets

50 Spain
WCBA
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

Chin - Spain
Nigeria

Chin - Spain
Nigeria
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

Delay - Chicago - Spain
San Antonio Spurs

San Antonio Spurs
Delay - Chicago - Spain
San Antonio Spurs
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

Elbow Get Spain
My Team

Floppy - Spain
Romania

Floppy - Spain
Romania
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

Gut - Spain
Latvia

Gut - Spain
Latvia
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

Horns - Elbow - Get - Spain
San Antonio Spurs

Horns - Exchange - Spain
Real Madrid

Horns - Elbow - Get - Spain
San Antonio Spurs

Horns - Exchange - Spain
Real Madrid
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

Horns - Spain - ATO
Gonzaga

Horns - Spain - ATO
Gonzaga

Horns - Split - Spain
Oklahoma City Thunder

Horns - Split - Spain
Oklahoma City Thunder
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

Horns One Spain
Gibson Pyper

Indy - Spain
North Carolina Central
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

Indy - Spain
North Carolina Central

Point - Hook - Spain
Houston Rockets
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

Point 2 - Spain
Houston Rockets

Ram - Lift - Spain
Houston Rockets
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

Ram - Spain
Georgia (FIBA)

Ram - Spain
Milwaukee Bucks

Ram - Spain
Georgia (FIBA)

Ram - Spain
Milwaukee Bucks
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

Rip Slice Stagger Spain
Lithuania

Rip Slice Stagger Spain
Lithuania

Slice (Spain)
Spain

Slice (Spain)
Spain
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

Slice (Spain)
Spain

Slice - Stagger - Spain
Russia

Slice - Stagger - Spain
Russia
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

Slice - Stagger - Spain
Russia

Slice Stagger Spain
Washington Wizards

Slice Stagger Spain
Washington Wizards
Ballscreen Offense

Spain Pick & Roll

Slice Stagger Spain
Washington Wizards

Spain - Side
Latvia
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

Spain - Side - ATO
Florida State

Spain Pick & Roll
Cleveland Cavaliers
Stack Spain
Oklahoma City Thunder

Stack ballscreen with 3 setting backscreen for 5.
Ballscreen Offense

Spain Pick & Roll

Thru - Chicago - Spain (ATO)
Real Madrid

Thru - Chicago - Spain (ATO)
Real Madrid
Ballscreen Offense

Spain Pick & Roll

Golden State Warriors

Weave - Spain
Golden State Warriors

5 screens down for 4, 1 passes to 4 and clears to opposite corner.

Weave - Spain
Golden State Warriors

4 dribbles at 3 and executes DHO with 3, 3 dribbles at 2 and executes DHO with 2, 5 steps up.

Weave - Spain
Golden State Warriors

on DHO to 2, 5 steps up and sets a ballscreen for 2 and rolls to the rim. 4/3/1 space the floor. This set is run with Speights at the 5 (shooting big) that makes this even more effective.
Ballscreen Offense
Spain Pick & Roll

Weave - UCLA - Spain
North Carolina Central
Ballscreen Offense

Spain Pick & Roll

Zipper - Spain
Lithuania

Zipper - Spain
Turkey

Zipper - Spain
Lithuania

Zipper - Spain
Turkey
Australia Ballscreen Motion
Ballscreen Offense

Australia Ballscreen Motion

Euro - Continuity w/ Guard Screening
Australia

Euro - Continuity w/ Guard Screening
Australia
Ballscreen Offense
Australia Ballscreen Motion

Euro - Backdoor Option
Australia

Euro - Duck In
Australia

Euro - Duck In
Australia
Ballscreen Offense

Australia Ballscreen Motion

Euro - Duck In
Australia

Euro - HI LO
Australia
Ballscreen Offense
Australia Ballscreen Motion

Euro - Invert P&R
Australia

Euro - Lift Get
Australia

Euro - Lift Get
Australia
Ballscreen Offense
Australia Ballscreen Motion

Euro - Lift Get Backdoor
Australia

Euro - Pin
Australia

Euro - Lift Get Backdoor
Australia
Ballscreen Offense

Australia Ballscreen Motion

Euro - Punch
Australia

Euro - Punch
Australia

Euro - Punch Down
Australia
Ballscreen Offense
Australia Ballscreen Motion

Euro - Punch Flare
Australia

Euro - STS
Australia

Euro - STS
Australia
Ballscreen Offense
Australia Ballscreen Motion

Euro - Up
Australia

1  2  3  4  5

Euro - Up
Australia

1  2  3  4  5
Ballscreen Offense

Australia Ballscreen Motion

Euro - Up Backdoor
Australia

1 2 3 4 5

Euro - Up Backdoor
Australia

1 2 3 4 5

Euro - Up Backdoor
Australia

1 2 3 4 5

Euro - Up Backdoor
Australia

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5